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99.3 % of all UK businesses are SMEs

Micro &
Small
0-49

Medium

50-249

Large

>250

SME Turnover: £1.8 trillion
(47% of UK private sector)

Growth in UK SME numbers 

2000

3.5 mill

2014

5.25 mill

2015

5.4 mill

2015

7,000

Large

Total employment:
15.6 mill in UK private sector (60 %)

SME characteristics
Annual sales Balance sheets
< 50 mill EUR < 43 mill EUR

SME payroll characteristics SME characteristics
• high flexibility
• low bureaucracy
• specialisation
• high employment rate
• shorter reaction time

Annual penetrations & purchase rates
Instant coffee
USA 1992

MS (%) Percent 
buying

Purchases 
per buyer

O T O T
Folgers 24 11 12 3.2 3.1
Maxwell House 22 10 11 3.1 3.1
Tasters Choice 17 9 9 2.8 3.0
Nescafé 11 6 6 2.7 2.9
Sanka 9 5 5 3.0 2.8
Maxim 1 0.3 0.8 4.5 2.6
Other brands 16 8 8 3.0 3.0
O= observed; T= theoretical Dirichlet

(European 
COmmission, 
2014 &
National 
Statistics, 
2015)

What can be done? 
What needs to be avoided?

What is the key to success?
What punishes the small?

What makes them fail?
What makes them grow?

Do marketing laws apply to SMEs?

1/5 SMEs see marketing as key to growth

1/5

8/10

SME failure rates within 3 years

30%
(McGregor, 2005)

(Wagner, 2013)

Defection, Switching, Stochastical 
wobble is normal, but to what extend 

does this apply to SMEs?

Ceaseless debates on
Segmentation 

differentiation
(Ruzzier et al., 2015)

Main aims in context of SMEs
1. examine brand buying behaviour laws
2. develop applicability hypotheses
3. test those hypotheses against panel data & 

perceptions held
4. depening & extending brand choice & SME 

literature & understanding
5. shift away from market leader focus

The study strives for
Self-explanatory, systematic, & empirical generalisations of results

The study cannot provide 
Exhaustive explanations & elaborations of results & their limitations

Background Inroduction

MethodologyLiterature review

Research questions

(FSB, 2016)

(adapted from Ehrenberg et al., 2004)

(Chahal, 2015)

• Makreting laws: highly investigated,
ubiquitous, & all-pervasive

• Small brands under-researched
• Results derived from big brands 

• 

• What challenges the small?
• What are SME dysfunctions?
• limited research of failures

• market structure analysed at
new competitive level

• SMEs unlike small brands?
• Generalizable results possible?

• Suffer twice?

Contribution to knowledge

(Sharp et al., 2012; Pare et al., 2006)

Aductive
Move back & forth between theory & existing 

brand choice assumption

Mixed-method approach
Facilitating finding with more than one method to genera-
te rich findings & provide a better understanding of the 

research problem

Cross-sectional
Different but subsequent times to get a 
snapshot of industry & academic percep-

tions held

Qualitative
Semi-structured interviews

Focus groups

Strategies & methods

Quantitative
Consumer panel data
Survey

Avoid 
unnecessary 

brands 
changes & 
invisibility (Boyd, 2016

Wagner, 2013
Sharp et al., 2012)

• Is a brand a SME & vise versa?
• Relevant performance metrics?
• What distorts results?
• Focus: slow & very slow share 

brands/SMEs
• Uniqueness or close substitutes?
• Mental & Physical availability?

Literature review


